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AQUBA is an Italian brand of washbasins and pieces of 
furniture, where Art and Design find their perfect 
expression.

The texture of the basins can be raw or smooth 
accordingly to the kind of finishing, creating a sober yet 
refined impression which, in the You&me collection,  is 
enhanced by the large ceramic drain plug that helps 
water gently flow like a fountain.

The elegance of the hand-painted ceramic, matched 
with the minimalism of microresin, creates stylish 
pieces of furniture, giving to the bathroom an 
unconventional touch.

Each piece is hand-made and hand-decorated by 
Master artisans, whose technical and artistic skills 
contribute to  its uniqueness.

The size of the washbasins, as well as the pattern of 
the ceramic, are customizable according to the 
customers' needs.





You&me

Poplar multilayer structure,  microresin covering,  raw texture, 
light refractions effects on the surface, large glossy ceramic 
drain plug,  hand-decorated

Cod. MP24 b/n white base coated and  black                       diam.cm.24

decorated plug                           

Cod. YM01 matt white washbasin                              est.cm.40x40 h.12                                   

N.B. Counter-tops with the same covering can be made as well.

                                                                                  int.cm.36x36 h.10



Cod. YM06 matt grey washbasin              est.cm.40x40 h.12

             int.cm. 36x36 h.10

Cod. MP24 b/n  white base coated and black                 diam.cm.24

decorated plug      

N.B. Counter-tops with the same covering can be made as well.



Cod. YM01 matt white washbasin                        

Cod. MP24 g/b grey base coated and white                        diam. cm.24
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Me 
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Design



Cod. YM06  matt grey washbasin

Cod. MP24 b/g white base coated, grey decorated plug     diam.cm.24.



Cod. MP24 b/g white base coated and grey                         diam.cm.24 
                          decorated plug

Cod. YM01 matt white washbasin



Loft
Expanded polystyrene structure, microcement covering, 
concrete-like texture

Cod. LF  014  hemp colour basin                                est. 50x50 /50x35 h. 87
                                                                                                                        int . 44x34 h. 14





Cod. LF 030 mud colour basin                                   est.cm.77x50 h.17

                                                                                     int.cm.53x35 h.12

Loft
Expanded polystyrene structure, microcement covering, soft and 
silky touch



        an urban               

Loft is 

classic

style of living



Cod. RT1017

Single hole basin mixer 
w/extension without pop-up with 
flex

Cod. RTT158
Single hole basin mixer 
w/extension  without pop-up with 
flex

Cod. RR1211

Single hole basin mixer without 
pop-up with flex

Cod. RSY174

Single hole basin mixer without 
pop-up with flex



Cod. RS2354

Single hole basin mixer without 
pop-up with flex

Cod. RK1899

Single hole basin mixer without 
pop-up with flex

Cod. SC540

Clic-clac pop-up waste overflow

Cod. SC552

Clic-clac pop-up waste overflow, 
square type



Notes

- The ceramic plugs are interchangeable and customizable. 
They can also be bought separately (more than one per basin) 
in different colours or patterns.  It is recommended to buy also  
the chrome clic-clac pop-up to be inserted in the drain. 

- Being hand-crafted, hand-decorated enamelled terracotta, the 
plugs can feature little hollows and holes, different shades and 
imperfections of the painter's brush stroke. These 
characteristics are not to be considered as flaws. Each plug is 
different from another, even though it is made in the same 
colour and decoration, thus confirming the authentic, artisanal 
nature of the product.

- The washbasins coverings as well are hand-made by skilled 
craftsmen and  hand-applied by decorators. According to the 
kind of covering, the texture can have irregularities, vibrations 
in the material, light refraction effects, creating products of 
great aesthetic impact. The colours in the catalogue photos are 
only by way of indication. 

- Other finish than chrome is available for some of the taps: 

RT1017 chrome, brushed nikel, matt black

RTT158 chrome, brushed nikel, matt black

RR1211 chrome, brushed nikel

RS2354 chrome, matt black, glossy black

RK1899 chrome, brushed nikel, matt black 
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